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SUPPORTS FOR ORNAMENTAL DESIGNED 
ARTICLES 

The present invention relates to improvements in 
SUPPORTS FOR ORNAMENTAL DESIGNED AR 
TICLES, the main object of the same being the provi 
sion of a support having varied upon its face a pro 
jected element that maybe of any desired shape, that is 
rectangular, oval or round, so that the ornamental 
frame like member may be easily connected or uncon 
nected to thus permit many changes. 

In order that the invention may be clearly and fully 
understood and its advantages appreciated, attention is 
invited to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of the support in easel formation 

with the raised rectangular portion broken away at 
upper corner 

FIG. 2 is a section on line 2-2 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a front view of one ornamental rectangular 

frame member. 
Refering to the drawings, the numeral 1, designates 

a rectangular ?at support to be composed primarily of 
a plastic material, having the upper angular edge 2, and 
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2 
carrying upon its face a raised rectangular member 3, 
open at the top 3’ for the insertion of photographs to 
be visable through its transparent face and is the sup 
port for the open rectangular ornament carrying ?at 
member 4. 
From the foregoing it will be apparent here is pro 

vided a device that can be a desk, table or wall orna 
ment. 

What is claimed as new is: 
1. An ornate supporting device consisting of a flat 

rectangular support, a raised rectangular member of 
lesser size than the main support carried by the main 
support, and a removable ornate rectangular ?at mem 
ber fitting removably upon the latter. 

2. An ornate supporting device as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein integral with one edge of the main support is 
an angularly disposed edge that acts to support the de 
vice at an angle upon a flat supporting surface. 

3. An ornate supporting device as claimed in claim 1, 
wherein the raised rectangular member is transparent 
and open at the top to form a carrier member. 
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